
Frusheez Frozen Drink Machine Instructions 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Before you begin:  

 The unit must be plugged directly into a wall outlet (no extension cords). 

 If using machine outdoors make sure unit isn’t in direct sun light.  

 Caution: Unit may not freeze fully if placed outside during warm weather. 

 Make sure bowls are secure and in place before using, failure to do so will cause drink mix to leak out of the 
bowl. 

 
 Operating Machine:  

 Pour Frusheez mix in bowl. (FRUSHEES MIX IS CONCENTRATED, IF USING OTHER MIX BRAND FOLLOW 
INSTRUCTION ON BOTTLE) 

 Add 2 gallons of water to bowl (if using alcohol please see tips below). 

 Plug machine into wall outlet.  

 Turn on machine (“o” is off, “I” is on). 

 Turn mixer and refrigeration switch to Freeze mode “II” (each side has a control). 

 Turn thermostat knob to coldest setting (temperature may be adjusted after freezing) 

 Attach drip trays to front of unit. (Each tray attaches just under the front of the machine)  
 

Tips:  

 If using alcohol please use 2 gallons of liquid, water and liquor combined. Subtract from the water the amount 
of liquor you use. Doing this helps prevent the unit from being over filled. (Most people use the 750ML bottles 
of Tequila or Rum per bowl).  

 Using liquor with the mix causes freeze time to increase. Please allow machine at least 2-3 hours to freeze. 
Time to freeze without alcohol is about 1-2 hours. It is recommended to have the machine plugged in plenty 
early before your event.  

 The concentrate must contain a MINIMUM of 13% sugar content to freeze.  Any lower may cause damage to 
the machine and will not freeze. 

 
 
Cleaning:  

 

 Please turn off cooler.  

 Empty all mix out of bowl.  

 Flush bowl with water. (Water will freeze if cooler isn’t turned off and will cause damage to machine)  

 Wipe out bowls to get any juice left on bowl. Wash drip trays, place in bowl when clean. 


